10 Reasons to Form an ITE Chapter

1. Smaller geographic area provides opportunity for more frequent meetings.

2. Local meetings are less expensive, yielding more opportunity for those on a limited budget to attend.

3. Greater opportunity to participate in the organization, i.e. on a committee, as an officer, or a presenter at one of the meetings.

4. Helps to facilitate technical activities/education/training.

5. Permits closer relationship with students and ITE Student Chapter activities.

6. Encourages technicians and persons associated with Transportation Engineering to participate as Chapter Affiliates; i.e. planners, transit, bike/pedestrian advocates, law enforcement, safety organizations, roadway designers, system operators, etc.

7. More frequent opportunities to network with peers through technical meetings and social activities.

8. ITE Membership value enhanced through involvement in a local chapter.

9. Ultimately strengthening membership in ITE, District 4 and MOVITE Section.

10. Because we can!!!